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Abstract
The rapid and flexible design of natural environments is an important yet challenging task in graphics simulation, virtual
reality, and video game productions. This is particularly difficult for natural river modeling due to its complex topology,
geometric diversity, and its natural interaction with the complicated terrain. In this paper, we introduce an integrated method
for example-based procedural modeling to overcome such difficulties. First, we propose a compact parametric model to
represent the certain river, which inherits typical features of natural rivers such as tributary, distributary, tortuosity, possible
lakes adjacent to the river. Then, we demonstrate our method for generating 3D river scene solely based on the parametric
model. However, choosing appropriate parameters is a tedious undertaking in practice. To further enhance our method’s
functionality, we rely upon a natural river image to extract meaningful parameters toward the rapid procedural production of
the new river scene. Finally, we design a new method to compare two river scenes and iteratively optimize the river network
by using the simulated annealing technique. Our method can produce natural river scenes from an example river network and
single terrain image with little interaction, and the synthesized scene is visually consistent with the input example in terms
of feature similarity. We also demonstrate that our procedural modeling approach is highly automatic toward rapid scene
production through various graphics examples.

Keywords Procedural modeling · Natural river generation from images · Natural phenomena

1 Introduction

Conventional 3D modeling still remains a tedious task
especially for novice users, in spite of the rapid prolifera-
tion of various modeling software in recent years. This is
especially the case when we intend to model large-scale
outdoor scenes involving natural landscape and/or urban
structures with many variations. In reality, we wish to have
automatic or semi-automatic techniques toward the rapid
creation of 3D digital contents, which promise to reduce
a lot of tedious works by users. For decades, procedural
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modeling has been applied to handle many problems of sim-
ilar kinds such as terrains, roads, trees, villages, or even
cityscape [7,19,23,29,32,34]. In essence, procedural model-
ing is a generative content creation technique using a program
or grammar. A wide variety of plausible 3D digital contents
can be created automatically if a grammar is properly defined.

Rivers are very common in natural scenes and play an
essential role to enrich users’ experiences during game play-
ing or film watching, and the existence of rivers on any type
of terrain also offers a beautiful scenery with various set-
tings. Nevertheless, modeling curved river on an existing
terrain is quite difficult due to its complex topology, abun-
dant types of shape geometry and its natural adaptation with
terrain constraints. A traditional solution is to manually cre-
ate river scenes by using professional modeling tools, aided
by diversified meshes, particles, and animated textures. At
the same time, the user should maintain the consistency
between rivers and terrains, as well as the self-consistency
of the river network, which is a long, laborious, and tedious
work even for professional users. In recent years, researchers
have also made progress toward production of modeling for
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water bodies including rivers. Procedural methods toward
river scenes [4,14,42] can generate diverse plausible results,
but existing techniques are generally lack of controllability.
Interactive methods [8,9] produce controllable river scene,
but the user should always deal with fussy work in order to
keep the consistency between rivers and terrains. We pro-
pose an inverse procedural approach to the synthesis of river
scenes, which extracts features from exemplars. The inverse
method offers a rapid creation of 3D contents while also con-
sidering the user’s intent, which could save much labor time.

How to strike a balance between the user control and user
interaction is a delicate undertaking for the river scene mod-
eling. This paper aims at solving this problem by addressing
two aspects. First, we should find a powerful parametric
model to represent a river network, which catches features
well such as tributary, distributary, tortuosity, and possible
lakes adjacent to the river nearby. The process of expanding
a river network should also be designed carefully so that we
can generate the river associated with terrain while afford-
ing flexible user control. Second, the result of the procedural
model should be iteratively optimized due to the randomness
that may be caused by procedural processes.

In this paper, we present a novel procedural method to
generate the curved river, with features similar to the given
example, while still keeping the river network consistency
with the terrain and itself. The individual river segment is gen-
erated by using a midpoint displacement method subject to
terrain consistency.Weexpand thewhole river networkon the
terrain from the parametric model. The input to our method
consists of the river image from a real scene and a terrain
over which the modeled river will flow. Our method repre-
sents the input river scene image as a directed acyclic graph
and extracts a set of parameters (to be detailed in Sect. 4),
which is then used to regenerate similar river scene upon new
terrain. Our main contributions are as follows:

– We design a novel compact parametric model for repre-
senting a river scene and a procedural method to generate
various synthetic river scene corresponding to a terrain.
Our method for river modeling produces various results
and keeps the consistency between river and terrain.

– We introduce a method for extracting shape features of
the river network from single image through user interac-
tion. This process is meaningful and can reduce the com-
plexity of appropriate parameter selection for river scene.

– The result generated by our parametric model is still not
so controllable since themethod is stochastic and the river
network is affected by terrain. We then devise a method
for similarity evaluation of two river scenes and amethod
to iteratively optimize a given river network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly reviews relatedworks.We provide the overviewof our

method in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes our parametric model
for a river scene, and how we generate a river network on
certain terrain. Section 5 details how the result river scene is
generated from the input river image. Section 6 demonstrates
the implementation details and the results, with a brief dis-
cussion on limitations of our method, and Sect. 7 concludes
the paper with possible future work.

2 Related works

To the best of our knowledge, the similarity computation of
two river scenes and reverse modeling of rivers have not been
addressed by the computer graphics community. Our work
is related to procedural approaches and interactive methods
of rivers. We also briefly review example-based methods
because of their great relevance to this paper.

Procedural modeling Procedural techniques have been
used in computer graphics for a long time, and several authors
have proposedmethods for rivermodeling on terrain. Despite
that the results are always hard to control, we benefit from
classical procedural methods which combine fast produc-
tion and plausible results. Kelley et al. [22] first presented
a procedural method that generates river network with ter-
rain scene. They used a recursive algorithm to branch and
subdivide a single river path, in order to create a river net-
work. Prusinkiewicz et al. [30] introduced a method which
combines context-sensitive geometric rewriting and mid-
point displacement to generate rivers in mountains. Derzapf
et al. [6] produced river network at a planetary scale. They
generated adaptively refined scene geometry during fly-
through by exploiting current graphics hardware, starting
with a coarse geometry of a planet. Proceduralmethods based
on hydrology [13,25,36,42] offer rapid production of river
scene, but they are lack of user control. Génevaux et al. [14]
combined feature-based primitives and hierarchical proce-
dural modeling to generate terrain scene including rivers.
Recently, Cordonnier et al. [4] introduced a method to pro-
duce landscapes with high-level control from uplift map,
which combines uplift and hydraulic erosion.

Interactive methods Interactive methods with sketch-
ing [20,35] have also been used in river scene modeling, but
these methods do not always guarantee physical plausibility.
Yu et al. [41] presented amethod for interactive simulation of
running fluids, which provides a plausible rendering result.
Using 3D curves to control the shape of terrain and water
body, Hnaidi et al. [17] proposed an interactivemethod based
on diffusion equation. Emilien et al. [8] described a frame-
work of generating waterfall scene, combining procedural
generation and user control. Samavati et al. [33] proposed
their method for adding terrain features as well as water
bodies to Digital Earth, which combines sketching and 3D
reconstruction.Comparedwith these approaches, ourmethod
needs less user interaction.
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Example-based modeling Our method is closer to
example-based modeling, which generates similar objects
from examples [26]. They are widely used in texture syn-
thesis [16,21,24]. Example-based methods also have been
applied to generate 3D geometric objects [11], trees [37,38],
indoor scenes [10,40], terrain scenes [2,43], and build-
ings [1,15]. Emilien et al. [9] introduced a method for
interactive synthesis of virtual landscapes based on exam-
ples, but their method relies on plenty of user operations.
Recently, more and more authors combined example-based
procedural modeling with machine learning [28,39]. Nishida
et al. [27] presented a method that allows users to design
road network by specifying road examples, which inspires
this research to explore along a similar direction toward river
scene production. They extracted patches from examples and
grew new road network using these patches while combin-
ing procedural approaches. But for a river scene we need to
consider more about the coupling between river and terrain.

3 Method overview

To find the procedural representation for various kinds of
rivers, we need a powerful procedural model to create river
scenes. In Sect. 4.1 we depict our compact parametric model
for rivers, divided into two categories: top-down parameters
and cross-sectional parameters. Given the starting and end-
ing positions, our method expands the river network by using
the rules described in Sect. 4.2, while maintains the consis-
tency between river and terrain. Our procedural rules allow
the generation of distributaries, tributaries, and lakes in the
river scene. Nevertheless, due to the complexity of choos-
ing appropriate parameters, we then seek a new solution of
extracting parameters from a single image.

An overview of the pipeline of our method is shown in
Fig. 1. First, the user selects a river image which is to be

Procedural 
Genera�on

Terrain

River 
Parameters

3D Scene

Extrac�on

River Im
age

Similarity 
Measure

Accepted? Stop

Op�miza�on

Yes

Fig. 1 Framework overview: the input river image is used to extract
river parameters and helps the generation of river network upon new
terrain. Final synthesized scene is generated via iterative optimization

analyzed and provides terrain height map which is used to
generate terrain in the final scene. Our input of image is the
aerial view of a river scene such as an aerial photograph
or picture extracted from available geographic information
systems. To extract the top-down features of a given river,
the user should specify the start position and the end position
of the river network and we then represent the input river as
a directed acyclic graph with some parameters (detailed in
Sect. 5.1).

Once the top-down parameters of the river image are
extracted, the initial river network can be created by our
procedural model, with the user-provided terrain and cross-
sectional parameters. Then we start the optimization process
(Sect. 5.3), which is necessary because of the top-down dif-
ference between the input image of the river and the result
river. We use a simulated annealing framework to iteratively
modify the river network and finally get a convergence result.
Ourmethod for similarity computationbetween two river net-
works intends to compare the top-down features of two river
networks (described in Sect. 5.2). At the end of each iteration,
the optimization process could be terminated if the similarity
between two river scenes reaches the threshold value.

4 Procedural model for river

Rivers on different terrain have many special features that
can be represented by a powerful procedural model. Inspired
by [13], we introduce a procedural method to expand river
network. Unlike the method depicted in [13], where they
created the river tributary by iteratively dividing one river
segment to two from downstream to upstream, our model
is capable of generating several typical characteristics such
as distributary, tributary, and connected lake in river scene.
In this paper we call that, a distributary is a river that flows
from mainstream, and a tributary is a river that flows into
mainstream (see Fig. 2 for a graphical illustration).

4.1 Parameters of river network

To generate various river scenes, we need to find out the
common characteristics and categorize them into a set of
parameters that can be used in programming. By studying
the existing river procedural model and looking at many
real scenes, one compact parametric model is proposed.
Our parametric model is designed to be used in the river
scene generation step. The parameters comprise two parts:
top-down parameters and cross-sectional parameters. The
top-down parameters control the characteristics of river net-
work such as tortuosity of rivers and distributary number,
which contribute to the diversity of river network. On the
other hand, the cross-sectional parameters define the features
that are responsible for the integration of mesh generation in
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Fig. 2 The level of river segment used in our method. At the source of
a river, the segment is marked as level one. The level of distributaries
and tributaries should be greater than or equal to the level of their parent
river. If the level marking is conflicted, we select the larger one. In this
figure, there is two isolated regions because of the distributaries flowing
into the river network

Table 1 Our parameters for river generation

Type Parameters Description

Top-down nr The number of single river segment

dr The straight line distance from river start
to river end

kr The ratio of the actual length of river to
the straight distance of river

ksm, ksv The mean and variance of the bending
factor for single river segment

dsm, dsv The mean and variance of the straight line
distance for river segment

nd The number of river distributary

nt The number of river tributary

nc The number of isolated regions

θbm, θbv The mean and variance of the angle
between the direction of one river
segment and its distributary

slm, slv The mean and variance of the area of lake

nl The number of lake in river scene

Cross section wr , χrw The river width for mainstream and
decrease factor for smaller level river

hr , χrh The river depth for mainstream and
decrease factor for smaller level river

ϕ Controls whether a river increases level
when it bifurcates

hlm, hlv The mean and variance of the river lake

river scene and also influence terrain, which are not extracted
from input river image. The parameters are shown in Table 1.

Top-down parameters represent attributes of diverse river
networks. nr defines the number of river segment, which
is represented as an edge in our directed acyclic graph. nd
and nt define the number of river distributaries and tribu-

taries, respectively. A distributary contributes to an island
surrounded by rivers when it flows into a river segment
(Fig. 2) and we use nc to count the number of the isolated
regions. The initial flow direction of a river segment is deter-
mined by the angle θ ; {θ ∼ N (θbm, θbv)}, where N is the
normal distribution, with θbm the expectation and θbv the
variance. Tortuosity is a vital property for river segment. For
a single river segment, we define the tortuosity as the ratio
of the actual river length to the straight line distance of the
river. We bring in parameter kr to represent the tortuosity of
the whole river network. For every river segment, the straight
line distance of river is sampled from the normal distribution
with expectation dsm and variance dsv, and the tortuosity is
also determined by the parameter ksm and ksv.

Cross-sectional parameters are used in the generation of
integrated meshes of the river and the adapted terrain. In
our framework, the river segment is labeled by a number of
level (Fig. 2), the river with a bigger number often has a
smaller water body. χrw and χrh affect the decrease speed
of river width and depth, respectively. When we expand the
river network, the newly added distributary or tributary has
an incremental level with probability ϕ.

4.2 River network generation

In our framework, the river network growth is restricted
because users specify the start and end position of the river,
while the altitude of river source should be greater than the
river mouth. A river may not arrive at the specified position
finally if it flows freely. To simplify the generation, we solve
the mainstream first and create distributaries and lakes then.
Every watercourse of the river segment is represented as a
B-spline curve.

4.2.1 Mainstream

The river is generally curved and smooth, which can be
fitted by a B-spline curve. By using the midpoint displace-
ment, we alter the data points of B-spline and recalculate
the watercourse of a river, while also maintaining the consis-
tency between rivers and terrain. Our algorithm starts with a
straight line segment from river’s start position to its end posi-
tion.Then the line segment is iteratively divided tonr−nd−nt
parts (Fig. 3). At last the algorithm recursively modifies the
segment of the mainstream to make the river fitting the ter-
rain. Figure 4 shows how we modify a river segment at first
iteration, and we also iteratively reduce the value of d in the
same way as that in the traditional approach, which makes
the river more smoothly. Examine Fig. 4, the curved river
should flow with the terrain and the constraint problem is
formulated as:
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Fig. 3 The mainstream is iteratively divided into five segments. At
every iteration, the length of the displaced segment (colored in red) is
sampled from normal distribution N (dsm, dsv) and the branch angle θ

is sampled from normal distribution N (θbm, θbv)

Fig. 4 To apply midpoint displacement, we first select a point p1 at the
perpendicular bisector of the river segment. We select p2 by calculating
Formula 1 at the range p ∈ circlep1 . The distance d between p1 to the
original river is sampled according to ksm and ksv (Table 1), where u is
the radius of circlep1 that we set it to be half of d. That is to say, we
select p1 which makes the length of this curve in agreement with the
sampled tortuosity

argmin
p

(∫
e
clamp

(
∂h

∂r
, 0,∞

))
, (1)

clamp(x, a, b) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
a, x < a

x, a ≤ x ≤ b,

b, x > b

(2)

where ∂h
∂r indicates the directional derivative of the terrain

height along the direction of the river e. We solve Formula 1
by using a stochastic sampling method and p2 is selected in
the range p ∈ circlep1 . Note that, we clamp the gradient of
terrain height in the range (0,∞), because we only punish
that rivers flow from low altitude to high altitude.

4.2.2 River network

To expand thewhole river networkR, we need amarking rule
for the river segment. Inspired from Horton–Strahler num-
ber [18], we design our marking rule shown in Fig. 2. As
showcased in Fig. 2, the river segment from the river source
is marked as level one, while it increases with a probability
when it bifurcates to a distributary and decreases whenmeets
a tributary. A larger level number indicates the river is nar-
rower and shallower. We put forward that a river networkR
is defined by a set of nodes {N } and a set of river segments

{E}. Every river segment ei has the branch angle θi (if it
has a parent river segment), bending factor ki , straight line
distance di , the start node ni,1, and the end node ni,2.

Let Υ ∗ = {n∗
r , d

∗
r , k∗

r , ...} denote the desired values of the
river parameters. Algorithm 1 describes how we expand a
river networkwith themainstreamand the desired parameters
Υ ∗. As showcased in Algorithm 1, a river segment is selected
and could be expanded until there are enough distributaries,
tributaries, isolated regions, and lakes.

Algorithm 1: River Network Expansion
Input: a input mainstream R, desired parameters Υ ∗
Output: whole river network R

1 n
′
d ← 0, n

′
t ← 0, n

′
l ← 0, n

′
c ← 0

2 while n
′
d < (n∗

d − n∗
c ) do

3 Select the segment e to expand.
4 Compute branch angle θ , bending factor k and straight line

distance d from Υ ∗.
5 if Execute Rule 1 with θ, k, d for segment e then
6 n

′
d + +

7 end
8 end
9 while n

′
t < n∗

t do
10 Select the segment e to expand.
11 Compute branch angle θ , bending factor k and straight line

distance d from Υ ∗.
12 if Execute Rule 2 with θ, k, d for segment e then
13 n

′
t + +

14 end
15 end
16 while n

′
c < n∗

c do
17 Select the segment e to expand.
18 Compute branch angle θ , bending factor k and straight line

distance d from Υ ∗.
19 if Execute Rule 1 with θ, k, d for segment e and create an

isolated region then
20 n

′
d + +, n

′
c + +

21 end
22 end
23 while n

′
l < n∗

l do
24 Select the segment e to place a lake.
25 Compute size s from Υ ∗.
26 if Execute Rule 3 with s for segment e then
27 n

′
l + +

28 end
29 end
30 return R

River segment selectionWe use a probabilistic method to
determine which river segment should be expanded. A river
segment ei cannot be expanded if it already has two extended
branches; otherwise, it will be expanded at a probability ζi :

ζi = ρi∑N
n=1 ρn

, (3)

whereρi = gi+ fi is the priority value that takes into account
the priority of terrain height gi and the priority of river level
fi , and gi is computed as follows:
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Table 2 Expansion rules for the river network

1.1 s(n) → s(n)d(n + 1) : (ϕ)

1.2 s(n) → s(n)d(n) : (1 − ϕ)

2.1 s(n) → s(n)t(n + 1) : (ϕ)

2.2 s(n) → s(n)t(n) : (1 − ϕ)

3 s(n) → s(n)l

4 s(n) : Distance(s(n),R) < δ → s
′
(n)

5 Midpoint Displacement(s(n))

gi = τc − τmin

τmax − τmin
, (4)

where τc is the height of the river segment’s end node Ni,2

and τmax the maximum height in R and τmin the minimum
height. fi is computed as follows:

fi = 1 − li − lmin

lmax − lmin
, (5)

where lmax is the maximum level inR and lmin the minimum
level.

Lakes are randomly placed on the nodes {N } in our
framework. Besides, lakes are preferred to be placed on the
junctions of river segments because in the real world lakes
are usually not at the endpoints of a river.

River segment expansion Each river segment is expanded
according to the pre-defined parameters. Our rules of river
expansion are defined in the following form:

predecessor : condition → successor : probability,
where predecessor is a river segment that is to be expanded
to successor (predecessor ∈ R). The rule is selected with
probability when condition is met.

The river network is expanded using the rules described
in Table 2, where s(n) defines one river segment with level
n, and d(n) and t(n) define distributary and tributary, respec-
tively. Rule 1–3 expand a distributary, a tributary, and a
lake, respectively. When expanding distributary, Rule 1.1 is
selected with probability ϕ (Table 1), which is the same as
Rule 2.1 when expanding tributary. In Algorithm 1, Rule 4
and Rule 5 are executed when any distributary or tributary is
successfully added toR. We extend a river segment s to the
river network R when its tail is closed to R (Rule 4). Lakes
are added to river network by using Rule 3. When expanding
rules are executed, the branch angle, the straight line dis-
tance, etc., are sampled from normal distribution depending
on our parametric model described in Sect. 4.1. Several types
of distributaries are demonstrated in Fig. 5.

While expanding a new distributary e∗ to a river segment
e, the segment e∗ flows from e to a low elevation area. In
contrast, e∗ flows from higher place to e when expanding a
new tributary.

(a) (c) (d)(b)

Fig. 5 Different types of distributaries, the number representing the
river level: a a distributary meeting existing river node and generating
a isolated region; b a distributary meeting river segment and creating
new river node; c two distributaries creating from one river segment; d
a continuation of a river segment

While expanding a new distributary e∗ to a river segment
e and creating an isolated region, the start node n1 of e∗ is
set to be the end node of e. Recall that in our framework
the structure of a river is a directed acyclic figure that can
be sorted by topology. Let {N ′ } denote a subset of {N } in
which the topology order of any node is no greater than n1.
In {N ′ } we select a node n∗ that should meet the formula as
follows:

min
(|Distance (

n1, n
∗) − d|) < φ, (6)

where d defines the desired value of straight line distance
sampled from Υ ∗ and φ is the threshold value defined by
users. Then we set n∗ as the end node of e∗ based on Eq. 6.

Collisions avoidanceCollisions could occur when we add
a distributary or tributary to a river network, or whenwe bend
a river segment to make it fit a terrain. At the expansion step
we use a two-dimensional mask to store the location of the
river network on terrain. A new river segment is added to the
river network only if there is no collision.

4.3 Example of river scenes

Figure 6 shows three river scene generated using our frame-
work, demonstrating the diversity of our parametric model.
The parameter values in Table 3 affect the result a lot, while
another impact is the terrain, because our midpoint displace-
ment method is executed along with the terrain. Handling
these 22 parameters is somehow tedious for the river scene
generation, so we seek a method that could extract parame-
ters directly from real river image.

5 River generation from image

In this section, we discuss the generation of river scene from
river image and existing terrain. In our framework, the user
provides a river scene image, andwe extract top-downparam-
eters (Table 1) from the image after a simple interaction
(Fig. 7). Then by using our procedural method, we gener-
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Fig. 6 Different river scenes generated by our system.On the left are the
2D views of the scenes, and the right are 3D scenes. The corresponding
values of parameters are in Table 3

Table 3 Our parameters for river generation

Parameters Figure 6a Figure 6b Figure 6c

nr 25 20 13

dr 3120 2177 2103

kr 2.76 2.93 2.61

ksm 1.28 1.31 1.76

ksv 0.222 0.212 0.782

dsm 643 667 562

dsv 4832 5112 4152

nd 17 5 6

nt 0 8 0

nc 0 1 2

θbm 0.78 0.77 1.12

θbv 0.182 0.442 0.822

slm 8246 9923 0

slv 37142 0 0

nl 2 1 0

wr 28 32 43

χrw 0.91 0.85 0.95

hr 15.94 22.72 28.62

χrh 0.88 0.71 0.93

ϕ 0.88 0.82 0.91

hlm 48.46 50 0

hlv 20.372 0 0

Fig. 7 River network extracted from image: a the user drags a rectangle
around the river and selects a regionof the riverwith a stroke;b the image
after segmentation; c the river network extracted from the segmentation
image with the user specifying the river source and the river mouth

ate an initial river network, with user-defined cross-sectional
parameters. The final river network is generated from itera-
tive optimization.

5.1 Parameters learning from image

Wehave introducedour proceduralmodel for rivers inSect. 4,
yet the result is not easy to control because the number of
parameters is large and the method is stochastic. Then we try
to extract river features from an image, which is the top view
of the river scene. We use Grabcut described in [31] to gen-
erate segmentation image for river image. Grabcut affords a
good result that extracts the correct contour with boundaries
of a river from an image (Fig. 7). The region of a river is
segmented with the help of user interaction. Then we extract
the skeleton of river network by using the method introduced
in [3], afterward each river segment is retrieved by traversing
the skeleton of the image. The flow direction of each river
segment e is automatically determined based on the assump-
tion that the branch angle θ < π/2 (Fig. 8). We re-group

Fig. 8 The flow of river segment is determined with the branch angle
(θ1 < π/2, θ2 > π/2)
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these river segments as a directed acyclic graph R, which
represents the river network of the input image. After a pre-
processing (Algorithm 2) for example river, we can calculate
the top-down parameters Υ ∗ fromR. Given a new terrain, a
start position ps and an end position pe, we could generate
a new river network with Υ ∗. The river scale parameter μ is
introduced to control the size of the generated river:

μ = Distance(ps, pe)

d∗
r

. (7)

Then we multiply n∗
r , n

∗
d, n

∗
t , n

∗
l by μ.

Algorithm 2: Preprocessing for Example River R.

1 compute the shortest path from river source to river month and
mark them as mainstream {Em}.

2 foreach river segment e in R and e /∈ {Em} do
3 if e flows into {Em} then
4 mark e as a tributary
5 end
6 if e flows from {Em} then
7 mark e as a distributary
8 end
9 end

However, as mentioned before, the river scene is also con-
trolled by the terrain, so that this river network may not be
our expected result. On the other hand, many operations in
our procedural model use sampling, and this may generate
ambiguity result when a river is not large. In order to find
the optimal river scene fitting the terrain and being similar to
the example scene, we design the distance evaluationmethod
and iteratively modify our result.

5.2 Evaluation of river scene production

As the initial result river network has been generated, we
need a distance function to evaluate the difference between
our result with the input image. Some parameters can be
controlled accurately, such as the number of tributaries. We
consider the tortuosity distance ξc and the branch angle dif-
ference ξa as follows:

ξc = 1 − exp

(
−

(∣∣∣k ′
sm − ksm

∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣
√
k ′
sv − √

ksv

∣∣∣∣
))

, (8)

ξa = 1 − exp

⎛
⎜⎜⎝−

∣∣∣θ ′
sm − θsm

∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣
√

θ
′
sv − √

θsv

∣∣∣∣
π/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (9)

where k
′
sm, k

′
sv, θ

′
sm, and θ

′
sv are the corresponding parame-

ter values of the generated river network. We also consider
another distance evaluation, which is not evident in our

Fig. 9 The generated result without optimization (a). Two sets of
parameters for top-down distance function can result in diverse out-
put scenes (b, c). The input river network is shown in Fig. 7

Table 4 The values of top-down distance at the state of convergence
(corresponding to Fig. 9)

ξc ξa ξl Top-down distance

Figure 9a 0.35 0.18 0.23 –

Figure 9b 0.18 0.12 0.29 0.19

Figure 9c 0.31 0.16 0.16 0.19

parametric model. When a distributary flows into the river
network, one piece of land surrounded by rivers appears
(Fig. 2). We calculate this feature ξl especially:

ξl = 1 − exp

(
− (S (R1) − S (R2))

2

S2(R1)

)
, (10)

where S(R1) and S(R2) define the area of isolated region in
two river scenes. Then we give the top-down distance func-
tion:

D(R1,R2) = ωcξc + ωaξa + ωlξl. (11)

The values ωc, ωa, and ωl, satisfying ωc + ωa + ωl = 1 are
weight coefficients associatedwith the distance function. The
user controls the final production by defining these param-
eters. Figure 9 and Table 4 document the effect of different
parameters on the optimized river network, and demonstrate
that the results after optimization are visibly better than that
before optimization. The river scene presented in Fig. 9b
(ωc = 0.6, ωa = 0.2, ωl = 0.2) shows the approximate
tortuosity but more difference in isolated region. In contrast,
Fig. 9c (ωc = 0.2, ωa = 0.2, ωl = 0.6) has a nearly equal
area of isolated region related to Fig. 7 because the parame-
ter ωl gives a high importance to isolated region difference,
while the tortuosity is not so ideal. In Sect. 5.3wewill discuss
the usage of distance function in details.

5.3 River network optimization

We use a simulated annealing framework to optimize the
result scene (Algorithm 3). Our algorithm starts with the river
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Algorithm 3: River Network Optimization.
Input: Example river network R, Result river network R1,

1 t←t0
/* n: total iteration times */

2 for i f rom 1 to n do
/* m: trial times in one iteration */

3 for j f rom 1 to m do
4 R′

1← perturb R1

5 if D(R,R′
1) < σ then

6 R1←R′
1

7 stop
8 end
9 �E ← D(R,R′

1) − D(R,R1)

10 if �E < 0 then
11 R1 ← R′

1

12 else if rand() < e
−�E
t then

13 R1 ← R′
1

14 else
15 continue to next iteration
16 end
17 end
18 t ← t × α

19 end

network generated from the proceduralmodel, where the top-
down parameters are extracted from example river image.
The energy function of our annealing framework is based on
the distance evaluation described in Sect. 5.2:

E = D(R1,R2), (12)

where R1 defines the example river network and R2 the
current generated river network, respectively. To perform
the annealing framework algorithm, we need a perturbation
operation (line 4 in Algorithm 3) for the river network. Our
perturbation consists of three aspects: river segment, river
intersection, and lake. The following discussions describe
the perturbation in details:

• Flex(p f ) : η f (e1,pi) perturbs the position of river e1’s
data point pi (not the head or tail), then regenerate the
B-spline curve of e1.

• Translate(pt) : ηt(e1, e1,i , e1,i, j ) sets the parent river
of e1 to the adjacent river e1,i, j of e1’s original parent
river e1,i , and resets the child river (if has) of e1 as the
same way. Regenerate the B-spline curve of e1 with the
same expected tortuosity.

• Drag(pd) : ηd(n1, e1,i ) perturbs the position of node of
river intersection n1, and recalculate all the adjacent river
e1,i of n1.

• Move(pm) : ηm(n1, n1,i )moves the position of one lake
from node n1 to the adjacent node n1,i of n1.

• Scale(ps) : ηs(n1) changes the size of lake at node n1.
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Fig. 10 Optimization of the river scenes. The abscissa and the ordinate
represent the iteration times and the value of distance function for two
river scenes, respectively. Figure 14-S, -L refers to the smaller and the
larger scenes in Fig. 15, respectively

In Algorithm 3, these operations are randomly selected
and executed while retaining consistency with terrain and
avoiding collisions at the same time. The simulated annealing
method operates by iteratively perturbing the current river
network, and evaluatingwhere the iteration could be accepted
by the current energy. Unlike the classic implementation of
the simulated annealing approach, we try m times at every
iteration for cooling down temperature so that we get more
trials and could find the optimized result. In Algorithm 3, we
set n = 400, m = 20, t0 = 0.8 and the final temperature
0.3. We also set a threshold to the distance function, and
the algorithm could stop anytime. The convergence of our
algorithm is shown in Fig. 10.

5.4 Guided optimization from sketch

Our optimization algorithm is easy to extend given a second
sketch for the river layout. As showcased in Fig. 11, The final
river is optimized with the input image and passes through
the sketch area. As for sketch guiding, the integrated method
is mainly changed in the following three parts:

– Unlike in Eq. 7, we calculate the river length of the sketch
as the numerator. The recalculated μ is used to amend
parameters Υ ∗ in the same way as before.

– We analyze the topology of the sketch area and treat it as
the main stream. We also bend it to fit the terrain.

– The topology of the sketch area will not be changed at
every iteration in Algorithm 3. Besides, the positions of
the nodes extracted in the sketch are not changed in the
optimization process.

6 Implementation details and experimental
results

In this section, we document the implementation details and
experimental results generated with our method. First, we
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Fig. 11 Guided optimization from sketch: a The exemplar river image;
b A sketch at target terrain; c and d The generated river network

Fig. 12 The schematic of the generated river mesh. On the left is the
river network, and on the right is the corresponding mesh. On the left
there is a thin tributary because of its greater river level

present the key steps for generating 3D scene from the river
network (Sect. 6.1). Then in Sect. 6.2,we present some exper-
iments with evaluation.

6.1 Procedural generation of scenes

3D scene generation mainly consists of two parts: river mesh
generation and terrain modification. To ensure the realism of
the final 3D results, with impalpable artifacts, we carefully
process the river mesh and the terrain.

River mesh generation It may be noted that we use a spline
function to smooth the trajectories of the river network. We
define the river surface of the whole river network by united
3D meshes (see Fig. 12). Using the trajectories of the river

H
h

River regionDecoration region

Fig. 13 The region of terrain modification

Fig. 14 Terrain before and after deformation and decoration

network, these meshes are generated with a certain width.
We calculate the width of a river with level λ by w = wr ×
(χrw)λ−1, where wr defines the width of a river whose level
is 1 and χrw is the decreasing factor of the river width. The
intersections of rivers are carefully handled to avoid overlap.

Terrain modificationWe introduce deformation to the ter-
rain according to the river region (see Fig. 13). The affected
terrain region is divided into two parts as follows:

�1 = {p ∈ � | Distance(p, e) < r2} , (13)

�2 = {p ∈ � | r2 < Distance(p, e) < r1} , (14)

where e defines the river trajectory. The corresponding defor-
mation and decoration are performed as follows:

– In �1, excavation is performed precisely to generate the
riverbed. Génevaux et al. [13] discussed different types
of riverbed depending on water flow, elevation, etc. Our
procedural process uses the simple excavation showcased
in Hnaidi et al. [17]. The maximum depth H depends on
the river level as H = hr×(χrh)

λ−1, where hr defines the
depth of river whose level is 1 and χrh is the decreasing
factor of the river depth, and the distance from final river
meshes to the maximum position of the riverbed is set to
be h. We also remove the vegetation in the region �1.

– In �2, we add vegetation to decorate the terrain by
stochastically planting trees. To smooth the terrain after
generating riverbed, we set height h

′
of position p as

h
′ = hm + (

Distance(p,e)−r2
r1−r2

)2 × (h0 −hm), where hm and
h0 define the maximum height of the riverbed and the
original height at position p, respectively.

The generated river meshes and the modified terrain form the
final scene. Figure 14 highlights the comparison between the
original terrain and the final river scene.
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Fig. 15 The top left is the input image extracted from Google Earth,
while the top right is the target terrain that river flows over. The middle
is a short river scene generated by our method. A larger scene with the
same input is demonstrated at the bottom of this figure

6.2 Results

The system is implemented in C++, and the computations
are performed on a PC with NVidia GeForce GTX850M and
Intel Core i7 CPU, running at 2.5GHzwith 8 GBRAM.With
our system, we are able to calculate several river scenes from
different example rivers and terrains. We render the rivers
and lakes by using the integrated mesh and for terrains we
use texture blending and level-of-detail (LOD) technique.
Fresnel reflection and refraction technique is also used for
the water rendering. All 3D scenes are rendered by Unreal
Engine [12] in real time.

In Fig. 6,we show three different river scenes generated by
our procedural model, with user-defined terrain and parame-
ters. The figure shows that our method catches features such
as tortuosity, distributaries and tributaries, and can produce
various results from appropriate parameters, while maintains
the coherence between terrains and rivers. Figures 15 and 16
showcase the river scenes resembling the rivers shown in
corresponding images. With provided river image, the inter-

Fig. 16 Another example of the river scene. The input river has an
outstanding feature of tortuosity, with distributaries and tributaries. Our
system generates a similar river flowing from the mountain to the plain

action process generally takes less than 1 min (Fig. 7). For
Fig. 15, the input image shows a river with several short dis-
tributaries, and our method creates two rivers with different
scale flowing along the terrain from the user-specified start-
ing position to the end. Figure 16 demonstrates another result
of our method. With features similar to the input image, our
method generates a new river following on the rough terrain.
In Fig. 17, various rivers are generated with a same input
exemplar andwith different scale. These rivers are connected
into the single large river while maintaining the consistency
between terrains and rivers.

Statistics The overall time consumption of our method
is mainly composed of four parts: parameter extraction, ini-
tial river network generation, river network optimization, and
generation of the 3D river scene. It is necessary to mention
that the acceptance condition of river network generation
impacts a lot for the time consumption of our method. Also,
our algorithms’ behavior is affected by random seed sincewe
use a stochastic method. The values of parameters have an
obvious impact on the computation time.We set the threshold
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Fig. 17 Taking the first river network in Fig. 6 as the exemplar scene, we added six new rivers connected into an existing long river

Table 5 Computation time for
our simulations

Length (m) Computation time in second

Extraction Generation Optimization 3D scene

Figure 6a 8611 – 4.72 – 4.17

Figure 6b 6379 – 4.53 – 4.92

Figure 6c 5068 – 3.17 – 3.47

Figure 15-S 971 0.17 1.12 5.91 2.13

Figure 15-L 6783 0.17 5.03 16.73 3.86

Figure 16 4022 0.21 3.09 8.84 3.69

of energy value (5.3) σ = 0.15 and count the time consump-
tion at each component.

Examine Table 5, from left to right, the columns of the
table list the figure number, the length of result river and the
computation time at each algorithm part (including feature
extraction, generation of initial river network, optimization
of river network, and 3D scene generation). In Table 5, 15-S,
-L refer to the smaller and the larger scenes in Fig. 15, respec-
tively. Unlike the classical practice for Reversible jump
Markov chain Monte Carlo, our optimization method does
not start with random sample.With an initialization similar to

the expected result and perturbations in a contiguous space,
our method has a rapid convergence (shown in Fig. 10).

Limitations The first limitation is that our method does not
guarantee global hydraulic correctness because of the river
network only adapting terrain locally. In addition, the pro-
posed approach currently cannot extract the cross-sectional
features from an input image. Besides, since the input of our
method is a river image and our system generates new river
with no interaction, the controllability of the output is not
remarkable. However, in this way our system is friendly to
the novice user, they just need to provide the photo of river
network andour systemautomatically creates new river adap-
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Fig. 18 Our method fails to produce a satisfactory result (right) with a
user sketch (left) as the first input. Sketches often contain unnatural or
artistic features which cannot be captured by our method

tive to the terrain. Moreover, our method currently handles
terrain byusing a grid-based approachwhichbrings themem-
ory limitation problem, so that the generated scene is not so
huge. In the future, we want to produce river scene from an
image at a huge scale while keeping the similarity with the
input image. Last, our method works well with river scenes
from nature, but we cannot handle scenes with artificial fea-
tures such as artwork or deliberate sketching (Fig. 18).

7 Conclusion and future work

This paper has introduced a newmethod for procedural mod-
eling toward river scene creation, with optimized results
based on examples.We startedwith a novel parametricmodel
for river scene generation and expanded the synthesized
method to handle the river network, while retaining the con-
sistency between the river and the complicated terrain. Our
model could generate various results of river scenery byoffer-
ing the advantage of compact parameter selection.

To further simplify the user interaction of choosing appro-
priate parameters,we relied on a natural river image to extract
parameters toward a rapid production of river scenes. In order
to better satisfy users’ demand and expectation, we designed
a method to compare two river scenes and introduced an
iterative optimization of river scene by using the simulated
annealing algorithm. Several results demonstrated a suite of
functionalities of our method.

Future work could focus on the global consistency
between rivers, terrains and other natural landscape entities
such as bog, swamp. The interaction of river segmentation
could be improved, using a fully automatic method instead.
The input image right now only accommodates the ortho-
graphic view of the river scene from the top, and we wish
to lift this restriction by allowing images taken from various
angles in the near future, while permitting river width to be
changed. We also hope to combine our work with physical
techniques such as erosion simulation [5], which makes the
scene more exquisite.
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